**Lust on decay** against **Lust on performance.** This is a Dilemma of the new Slovenian government, which the upper part of the graph, named Lust on decay, in the cradle is placed (since 1945). The Decay means corruption, mastery of dominant media, looting the state, the left worldview, making the audience crazy, government debt, increasing taxes, setting public awareness, demonstrating disability, privileges, boundless power, superficiality, lawless state, media murder of opponents, national depravity, mafia crime, and plagiarizing.

On the contrary, Lust on Performance builds on truthfulness, strenuous activities, Flow experience, risk vs security, increased security, the New, Exceeding the Boundaries, social recognition, deep bounds, natural laws of leadership, own responsibility, creativity, personal praise, joint action, success, permanent communication, and chances of globalisation.

Namely, Lust on Performance corresponds to Maslow's concept of *self-actualisation* as the last, the highest step in the development of motivation. This development can occur in bad or in good sense, as a men's or always humanistic property of its possessor. Or, it can proceed as a pseudo self-actualisation with strong negative orientation, as an example of the generic leftist mentality, since 1945.